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Abstract

This paper presents Electre Tri-nC, a new sorting method which takes into account several reference actions for charac-
terizing each category. This new method gives a particular freedom to the decision maker in the co-construction decision
aiding process with the analyst to characterize the set of categories, while there is no constraint for introducing only
one reference action as typical of each category like in Electre Tri-C (Almeida-Dias et al., 2010). As in such a sorting
method, this new sorting method is composed of two joint rules. Electre Tri-nC also fulfills a certain number of natural
requirements. Additional results on the behavior of the newmethod are also provided in this paper, namely the ones with
respect to the addition or removal of the reference actions used for characterizing a certain category. A numerical example
illustrates the manner in which Electre Tri-nC can be used by a decision maker. A comparison with some related sorting
procedures is presented and it allows to conclude that the new method is appropriate to deal with sorting problems.
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Résuḿe

Une méthode multicrit ère de tri où chaque cat́egorie est caract́erisée par plusieurs actions de ŕeférence :
la méthodeElectre Tri-nC

Cet article présente Electre Tri-nC, une nouvelle méthode de tri qui prend appui sur plusieursactions de référence
pour caractériser chaque catégorie. Cette nouvelle méthode laisse une grande liberté au décideur dans le processus
co-constructif d’interaction avec l’analyste pour caractériser l’ensemble des catégories et elle ne le contraint plus à
n’introduire qu’une seule action de référence qui soit typique de chaque catégorie comme c’est le cas avec Electre Tri-
C (Almeida-Dias et al., 2010). Comme dans cette méthode, lanouvelle méthode est constituée de deux règles couplées.
Electre Tri-nC vérifie aussi un certain nombre d’exigences naturelles. Des résultats additionnels par rapport au fonc-
tionnement de la nouvelle méthode sont aussi fournis dans cet article, notamment ceux qui concernent l’ajout ou le retrait
d’actions de référence utilisées pour caractériser une catégorie donnée. Un exemple numérique montre la façon dont
Electre Tri-nC peut être utilisée par un décideur. Une comparaison avec quelques méthodes de tri qui prennent appui sur
des actions de référence comme point de départ est mise enévidence pour permettre de conclure que la nouvelle méthode
est appropriée pour traiter les problèmes de tri.
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1. Introduction

Sorting problems arise in several real-life activities. Inthis paper, we are interested indecision aiding contextsin
which the objects of a decision (actions, alternatives, ...) must be sorted, or assigned to a set of categories. Such an
assignment is based on the evaluation of each action according to multiple criteria. As we have shown in Electre Tri-C
framework (Almeida-Dias et al., 2010), there are different manners to deal with the sorting approach. In what follows,
we shall present a new approach, in which three assumptions are also taken into account, where only the Assumption 3
differs from the ones in Electre Tri-C.

Assumption 1. The set of categories to which the actions must be assigned tois completely ordered (from the worst to
the best, from the lowest priority to the highest priority, from the most risky to the least risky, from the least consensual to
the most consensual, and so on). In general, numbering the categories from 1 to q must be coherent with respect to the
increasing preferences on the criteria.

Assumption 2. Each category is conceived a priori to receive actions, which will be or might be processed in the same
way (in the step that follows the assignment).

Assumption 3. Each category is characterized by a subset of reference actions judged by the decision maker as repre-
sentative, or informative of the actions that should be assigned to such a category. The decision maker is able, through a
co-construction interactive process with the analyst, to provide the performances of the reference actions for characteriz-
ing each category according to Assumption 2.

The new method proposed in this paper, called Electre Tri-nC, takes appropriately into account the Assumption 3.
As in Electre Tri-C, the objective of Electre Tri-nC is not to discover a pre-existing set of categories where the studied
actions would naturally be assigned to. The objective is rather to helpdecision makers to characterize an appropriate
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set of categories to receive actions according to Assumption 2. We would like to call the attention of the reader to the
following aspects. In several concrete decision aiding situations (see, for instance, the examples in Almeida-Dias etal.
(2010, Section 1)), it is not possible to refer to an objective set of reference actions defineda priori, which can be used as
a starting point for characterizing the set of categories according to Assumption 2. The reference actions should express
a willing of the decision maker for characterizing the categories.

The characterization of the categories based on representative reference actions gives a “fuzzy” position with respect
to the frontier between a given category and the two consecutive adjacent ones. Some of such characteristic reference
actions can be incomparable or even indifferent to some actions to be assigned to the categories. Thesetwo reasons seem
enough to justify that a given action can be assigned to more than one consecutive categories. Thus, Electre Tri-nC has
been conceived to be able to propose to the decision maker allthe possible assignments according to Assumption 2.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the problem statement framework. Section 3
presents the assignment procedure, the foundations of Electre Tri-nC, by putting into light new possibilities of such a
sorting method. Section 4 introduces the properties of Electre Tri-nC as well as the impact of a new characterization
of the set of categories. Section 5 provides a numerical example. Section 6 includes a comparison to other sorting
methods, where characteristic reference actions are initially used for representing the willing of the decision makerabout
the assignment to each category. Finally, the last section offers our concluding remarks and some avenues for future
research.

2. Problem statement

This section is devoted to the main concepts, definitions, and notation as well as the structural requirements concerning
the Electre Tri-nC method.

2.1. Concepts, definitions, and notation

Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , ai , . . .} denote the set ofpotential actions. This set of actions can be completely knowna priori or it
may appear progressively during the decision aiding process. The objective is to assign these actions to a set ofcompletely
ordered categories, denotedC = {C1,C2, . . . ,Ch, . . . ,Cq}, with q > 2 (with q = 1, there is no sorting problem). Suppose
that acoherent set of n criteria, denotedF = {g1, g2, . . . , g j, . . . , gn}, with n > 3, has been defined in order to evaluate any
action considered to be assigned to a certain category (see Roy, 1996). Let us notice that ifn < 3, then the concept of
concordance is not really pertinent. For such a reason, whenusing Electre family of methods, it is recommended to have
at least three criteria.

Each criteriong j will be considered as apseudo-criterion, which means that two thresholds are associated tog j : an
indifference threshold, q j, and apreference threshold, p j, such thatp j > q j > 0. These thresholds are introduced in order
to take into account the imperfect character of the data fromthe computation of the performancesg j(a), for all a ∈ A, as
well as the arbitrariness that affects the definition of the criteria. For more details about the definition of such thresholds,
see, for instance, Almeida-Dias et al. (2010, Section 2). Let us notice that the case wherep j = q j = 0, for all g j ∈ F,
is not excluded, but such a case must be considered as a very particular realistic case. In what follows, assume, without
loss of generality, that all criteriag j ∈ F are to be maximized, which means that the preferences increase when the criteria
performances increase too.

When using the outranking concept, the main idea is that “a outranksa′” according tog j, denotedaSja′, if “ a is at
least as good asa′” on criteriong j . Due to the definition of the indifference thresholds,q j , it is quite natural to consider
that such an assertion is validated, without ambiguity, when g j(a) − g j(a′) > −q j. But, when−p j 6 g j(a) − g j(a′) < −q j,
the possibility of indifference betweena anda′ cannot be excluded. This indifference is less and less credible when
g j(a) − g j(a′) moves closer to−p j.

Let σ(a, a′) denote the credibility of the comprehensive outranking ofa over a′, which reflects the strength of the
statement “a outranksa′” (denotedaS a′) when taking all the criteria fromF into account. This aggregation issue is
based on asingle vector of weights, denotedw j , such thatw j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n, which is associated to the set of criteria.
Additionally, a vector ofveto thresholds, denotedv j , such thatv j > p j can also be associated to the set of criteria. For
more details on the computation ofσ(a, a′), see, for instance, Almeida-Dias et al. (2010, Section 2).

Let us introduce now the set of reference actions. LetBh = {br
h, r = 1, . . . ,mh} denote a subset ofreference actions

introduced to characterize categoryCh, such thatmh > 1 andh = 1, . . . , q. Notice thatC1 is the worst category andCq is
the best one, withq > 2. LetB∪ {B0, Bq+1} denote the set of (q+2) subsets of reference actions, or the set of all reference
actions, such thatB = {B1, B2, . . . , Bh, . . . , Bq}. The two particular subsets of reference actions, denotedB0 = {b1

0} and
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Bq+1 = {b1
q+1}, contains two reference actions defined as follows:g j(b1

0) is the worst possible performance on criteriong j,

andg j(b1
q+1) is the best possible performance on the same criteriong j, for all g j ∈ F. The worst and the best possible

performances must be chosen such that, for any actiona, one hasg j(b1
0) < g j(a) < g j(b1

q+1), for all g j ∈ F. Moreover, for

all g j ∈ F, one hasg j(br
1) − g j(b1

0) > 0, r = 1, . . . ,m1, andg j(b1
q+1) − g j(bs

q) > 0, s= 1, . . . ,mq.
The comparison of an actiona to the characteristic reference actionsbr

h, r = 1, . . . ,mh, providesmh credibility indices
of each type,σ(a, br

h) andσ(br
h, a). In order to make a judgment regarding the way in which an action a is placed with

respect to the categoryCh, it is suitable to find an aggregation operator that allows toobtain a representative credibility
index for each actiona with respect to each subset of reference actions,Bh, h = 1, . . . , q. As for the case of decision
aiding sorting methods using a set of unordered categories (see, for instance, Perny, 1998; Henriet, 2000; Belacel, 2000;
Léger and Martel, 2002), themaxoperator is also a natural choice in our framework as follows:

Definition 1 (Categorical credibility indices).

(a) σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

= max
r = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a, br
h)
}

(b) σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

= max
s= 1, ..., mh

{

σ(bs
h, a)
}

The credibility indices computed according to Definition 1(a) can be interpreted as thecategorical outranking degrees
of actiona over the subset of reference actionsBh. Similarly, the credibility indices computed according toDefinition 1(b)
can be interpreted as thecategorical outranked degreesof actiona over the subset of reference actionsBh.

The justification for these two interpretations are as follows. The categorical credibility indices,σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

and

σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

, are used for managing the assignment process (see Section 3.1). Thus,

(1) when defining the outranking credibility of an actiona over a subset of reference actionsBh, σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

, it seems
natural to imposea priori that such a credibility degree should verify the following two axioms:

Axiom 1. If Bh = {b1
h}, then, for any action a,σ

(

{a}, Bh

)

= σ(a, b1
h).

Axiom 2. If |Bh| > 2 and there exists brh ∈ Bh such thatσ(a, br
h) 6 σ

(

{a}, Bh

)

, then, for any action a,σ
(

{a}, Bh\{br
h}
)

=

σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

.

Let Bh = {b1
h, . . . , b

mh

h } andσ(a, b1
h) > σ(a, br

h), r = 2, . . . ,mh. Let us prove that ifσ
(

{a}, Bh

)

verifies Axioms 1

and 2, thenσ
(

{a}, Bh

)

= σ(a, b1
h) = maxr = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a, br
h)
}

. First, if mh = 1, then, according to Axiom 1, we have

σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

= σ(a, b1
h). Second, ifmh > 2, then, according to Axiom 2, we haveσ

(

{a}, Bh

)

= σ
(

{a}, {b1
h, . . . , b

mh−1
h }
)

=

σ
(

{a}, {b1
h, . . . , b

mh−2
h }
)

= . . . = σ(a, b1
h).

(2) when defining the outranking credibility of a subset of reference actionsBh over an actiona, σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

, it seems
natural to imposea priori that such a credibility degree should verify the following two axioms:

Axiom 3. If Bh = {b1
h}, then, for any action a,σ

(

Bh, {a}
)

= σ(b1
h, a).

Axiom 4. If |Bh| > 2 and there exists brh ∈ Bh such thatσ(br
h, a) 6 σ

(

Bh, {a}
)

, then, for any action a,σ
(

Bh\{br
h}, {a}

)

=

σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

.

The proof that leads to the justification of the max operator with respect to Definition 1.b is done in a similar way.

Remark 1. Since for all brh, 0 6 σ(a, br
h) 6 1 and, for all bs

h, 0 6 σ(bs
h, a) 6 1, then0 6 σ

(

{a}, Bh

)

6 1 and

0 6 σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

6 1, h = 1, . . . , q.

Let λ denote acredibility levelas the minimum degree of credibility, which is considered orjudged necessary by the
decision maker for validating or not an outranking statement taking into account all the criteria fromF . This minimum
credibility level takes a value within the range [0.5, 1]. When comparing an actiona to a subset of reference actionsBh,
this credibility level allows to define fourλ-binary relations as follows (see also Proposition 1, in Section 4).
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Definition 2 (λ-binary relations).

(a) λ-outranking:{a}SλBh⇔ σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

> λ.

(b1) λ-preference:{a}PλBh⇔ σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

> λ andσ
(

Bh, {a}
)

< λ.

(b2) λ-indifference:{a}IλBh⇔ σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

> λ andσ
(

Bh, {a}
)

> λ.

(b3) λ-incomparability:{a}RλBh⇔ σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

< λ andσ
(

Bh, {a}
)

< λ.

In order to conceive the characteristic reference actions,it is required that those belonging toBh+1 and the ones be-
longing toBh define two consecutive distinct categories. This means thatit is necessaryto impose that each characteristic
reference action fromBh+1 dominates each characteristic reference action fromBh.

Condition 1 (Dominance). The set of reference actions, B, fulfills the dominance condition if and only if ∀ j, g j(bs
h+1) −

g j(br
h) > 0, s= 1, . . . ,mh+1; r = 1, . . . ,mh; h = 1, . . . , (q− 1).

Let us notice that ifBh has three characteristic reference actions such thatBh = {br
h, b

s
h, b

t
h}, wherebr

h dominatesbs
h and

bs
h dominatesbt

h, then the characteristic reference actionbs
h can be deleted fromBh because such a reference action does

not play any role when comparing an actiona to the subsetBh. Therefore,bs
h is redundant.

Nevertheless, when considering the possible minimum differences in the performances of the reference actions, the
dominance condition isnot sufficientfor characterizing two consecutive distinct categories. It is necessary to exclude the
possibility of having two characteristic reference actions,bs

h+1 andbr
h, defined by non significantly different performances

on each criterion, since they are not able to characterize distinct categories. Two subsets of reference actions,Bh+1 andBh,
characterize two consecutive distinct categories only if at least each reference action belonging toBh+1 is weakly preferred
to each reference action belonging toBh according to at least one criterion. Therefore, the set of reference actions,B,
must fulfill the weak separability condition as follows:

Condition 2 (Weak separability). The set of reference actions, B, fulfills the weak separability condition if and only if it
fulfills the dominance condition andσ(br

h, b
s
h+1) < 1, r = 1, . . . ,mh; s= 1, . . . ,mh+1; h = 1, . . . , (q− 1).

Two additional stronger conditions can also be defined as follows:

Condition 3 (Strict separability). The set of reference actions, B, fulfills the strict separability condition if and only if it
fulfills the dominance condition andσ(br

h, b
s
h+1) <

1
2 , r = 1, . . . ,mh; s= 1, . . . ,mh+1; h = 1, . . . , (q− 1).

Condition 4 (Hyper-strict separability). The set of reference actions, B, fulfills the hyper-strict separability condition if
and only if it fulfills the dominance condition andσ(br

h, b
s
h+1) = 0, r = 1, . . . ,mh; s= 1, . . . ,mh+1; h = 1, . . . , (q− 1).

The above separability conditions are required only between the reference actions that characterize different cate-
gories. Let us notice that there is no reason to impose some constraints on the reference actions characterizing the same
category,Ch. This means that whenBh, h = 1, . . . , q, contains at least two reference actions, introduced to characterize
the categoryCh, h = 1, . . . , q, between each pair of such reference actions we can haveλ-indifference,λ-preference, or
λ-incomparability.

Remark 2. Conditions 1, 2, 3, and 4, which are used within theElectre Tri-nC framework, are based on similar
conditions provided by Almeida-Dias et al. (2010).

2.2. Structural requirements

The section introduces the structural requirements, whichcan be viewed as the desirable properties of the Electre

Tri-nC method, as follows.

Definition 3 (Structural requirements).

(a) Conformity: each characteristic reference action br
h, r = 1, . . . ,mh, must be assigned to category Ch, h = 1, . . . , q.

(b) Homogeneity: two actions must be assigned to the same category when they have the same outranking credibility
indices with respect to each one of the characteristic reference actions.

(c) Monotonicity: if an action a strictly dominates a′, then a is assigned at least to the same category a′ is assigned to.
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(d) Stability: when applying either a merging or a splitting operation (see Definition 4 below), the actions previously
assigned to the non-modified categories will be assigned to the same categories or, possibly, to the new categories,
after modification. More precisely:
(1) After merging two consecutive categories:

- any action previously assigned to a non-adjacent categoryto the modified ones will remain in the same
category;

- any action previously assigned to an adjacent category to the modified ones will either be assigned to the
same category or to the new category;

- any action previously assigned to a merged category will either be assigned to the new category or to an
adjacent category.

(2) After splitting a category into two new consecutive categories:

- any action previously assigned to a non-adjacent categoryto the modified one will remain in the same
category;

- any action previously assigned to an adjacent category to the modified one will either be assigned to the
same category or to a new category;

- any action previously assigned to the split category will either be assigned to a new category or to an adjacent
category.

Definition 4 (Merging and splitting operations).

(a) Merging operation: two consecutive categories, Ch and Ch+1, will be merged to become a new one, C′h, characterized
by a new subset of reference actions, B′

h = {b
r ′
h , r ′ = 1, . . . ,m′h}, such that, for all gj ∈ F:

(1) for all br ′
h , there is at least one brh verifying gj(br ′

h ) − g j(br
h) > 0;

(2) for all br ′
h , there is at least one bsh+1 verifying gj(bs

h+1) − g j(br ′
h ) > 0.

(b) Splitting operation: the category Ch is split into two new consecutive categories, C′h and C′′h , characterized by two
new distinct subsets of reference actions, B′

h = {b
r ′
h , r ′ = 1, . . . ,m′h} and B′′h = {b

r ′′
h , r ′′ = 1, . . . ,m′′h }, respectively,

such that:
(1) for all bs

h+1 and br ′′
h , σ(br ′′

h , b
s
h+1) < 1;

(2) for all br ′′
h and br ′

h , σ(br ′
h , b

r ′′
h ) < 1;

(3) for all br ′
h and br

h−1, σ(br
h−1, b

r ′
h ) < 1;

(4) for all br ′′
h , there is at least one brh verifying gj(br ′′

h ) − g j(br
h) > 0, for all g j ∈ F;

(5) for all br ′
h , there is at least one brh verifying gj(br

h) − g j(br ′
h ) > 0, for all g j ∈ F.

Definition 3(d) implies that the set of reference actions,B, will be changed within a co-construction interactive process
between the analyst and the decision maker. After a merging operation (Definition 4(a)), the new set of categories becomes
C∗ = {C1, C2, . . . , Ch−1, C′h, Ch+2, . . . , Cq}. This new set of categories is characterized by a new set of reference actions,
denotedB∗ = {B1, B2, . . . , Bh−1, B′h, Bh+2, . . . , Bq}, which trivially fulfills at least the weak separability condition. After
a splitting operation (Definition 4(b)), the new set of categories becomesC∗ = {C1, C2, . . . , Ch−1, C′h, C

′′
h , Ch+1, . . . , Cq}.

This new set of categories is characterized by a new set of reference actions, denotedB∗ = {B1, B2, . . . , Bh−1, B′h, B′′h ,
Bh+1, . . . , Bq}, which must fulfill at least the weak separability condition.

Let us notice that adding or removing a category are particular cases of a merging or a spitting operation. Additionally,
when a category can be characterized by more than one reference action, it is suitable to analyze the impact of a local
modification of a category by adding or removing a characteristic reference action to or from each subset of reference
actions (see Section 4.2).

3. TheElectre Tri-nC method

The aim of this section is to present the assignment procedure and the foundations of Electre Tri-nC as well as a
briefly comparison to Electre Tri-C.
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3.1. Assignment procedure

The Electre Tri-nC assignment procedure is composed of two joint rules, called the descending rule and the ascending
rule, which must be used conjointly (and not separately). These rules are based on the same rules proposed for the Electre

Tri-C method (Almeida-Dias et al., 2010), while replacing the classical credibility indices by the categorical credibility
indices (Definition 1) introduced in Section 2.1. As in Electre Tri-C, both joint rules firstly pre-select a category between
two possibles ones, and secondly they select an appropriatecategory by making use of aselecting function, denoted
ρ
(

{a}, Bh

)

, for a possible assignment of each actiona. Due to the role played by this function, it must fulfill the two
following properties:

Property 1.

(a) ρ
(

{a}, Bh

)

is a function ofσ
(

{a}, Bh

)

andσ
(

Bh, {a}
)

, where Bh is a subset of reference actions, h= 1, . . . , q.
(b) Let Ch be the pre-selected category for a possible assignment of action a. The chosen condition for selecting Ch

rather than Ch−1 or Ch+1, which is also candidate, must be meaningful. Such a condition is the following one:
ρ
(

{a}, Bh

)

> ρ
(

{a}, Bs

)

, with s= h−1 or s= h+1 (which depends on one of the two joint rules where the pre-selection
is made). Consequently, if an action a has the same performance for each criterion as one of the characteristic
reference actions from Bh, thenρ

(

{a}, Bh

)

must be strictly greater thanρ
(

{a}, Bs

)

, with s= h− 1 or s= h+ 1.

Property 2. Let a and a′ be two actions that allow to pre-select the same category. Ifa strictly dominates a′, then
ρ
(

{a}, Bh

)

> ρ
(

{a}, Bh+1

)

⇒ ρ
(

{a′}, Bh

)

> ρ
(

{a′}, Bh+1

)

. This implication is equivalent, by the logic negation, toρ
(

{a′}, Bh+1

)

>

ρ
(

{a′}, Bh

)

⇒ ρ
(

{a}, Bh+1

)

> ρ
(

{a}, Bh

)

.

Property 1(a) is imposed in order to clarify the arguments inwhich Electre Tri-nC is founded. Property 1(b) is
necessary so that the selected categories by each one of the two joint rules play the appropriate role, which is given by the
Electre Tri-nC assignment procedure. Property 2 is necessary in order to fulfill the monotonicity with respect to each
one of the two joint rules.

In each one of the joint rules, defined hereafter, we propose to make use of the following selecting function (see also
Section 3.2, question (4)):

ρ
(

{a}, Bh

)

= min
{

σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

, σ
(

Bh, {a}
)}

. (1)

Definition 5 (Descending rule). Choose a credibility level,λ ( 1
2 6 λ 6 1). Decrease h from(q+ 1) until the first value, t,

such thatσ
(

{a}, Bt

)

> λ (Ct is called the descending pre-selected category):

(a) For t = q, select Cq as a possible category to assign action a.

(b) For 0 < t < q, if ρ
(

{a}, Bt

)

> ρ
(

{a}, Bt+1

)

, then select Ct as a possible category to assign a; otherwise, select Ct+1.
(c) For t = 0, select C1 as a possible category to assign a.

In the descending rule, a category is pre-selected taking into account that:Bt is the highest subset of reference actions
such that the statement “a outranksBt” is validated with the chosen credibility level,λ. In such a case, the possibility of
the assignment of actiona to the descending pre-selected categoryCt must be examined. However, taking into account the
manner that the subsets of reference actionsBt andBt+1 were defined, the assignment of actiona to Ct+1 is an alternative
that must also be examined (in such a case, the statement “a outranksBt+1” is not validated with the chosen credibility
level,λ) becauseBt+1 was not defined to play the role of a subset of upper bounds for the categoryCt.

Definition 6 (Ascending rule). Choose a credibility level,λ ( 1
2 6 λ 6 1). Increase h from zero until the first value, k,

such thatσ
(

Bk, {a}
)

> λ (Ck is called the ascending pre-selected category):

(a) For k = 1, select C1 as a possible category to assign action a.
(b) For 1 < k < (q + 1), if ρ

(

{a}, Bk

)

> ρ
(

{a}, Bk−1

)

then select Ck as a possible category to assign a; otherwise, select
Ck−1.

(c) For k = (q+ 1), select Cq as a possible category to assign a.
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In the ascending rule, a category is pre-selected taking into account that:Bk is the lowest subset of reference actions
such that the statement “Bk outranksa” is validated with the chosen credibility level,λ. In such a case, the possibility of
the assignment of actiona to the ascending pre-selected categoryCk must be examined. However, taking into account the
manner that the subsets of reference actionsBk andBk−1 were defined, the assignment of actiona to Ck−1 is an alternative
that must also be examined (in such a case, the statement “Bk−1 outranksa” is not validated with the chosen credibility
level,λ) becauseBk−1 was not defined to play the role of a subset of lower bounds for the categoryCk.

Remark 3. If each one of the subsets of reference actions, Bh, h = 1, . . . , q, has only one characteristic reference action
such that Bh = {bh}, h = 1, . . . , q, then the descending rule (respectively the ascending rule) ofElectre Tri-nC does not
differ from the descending rule (respectively the ascending rule) ofElectre Tri-C (Almeida-Dias et al., 2010).

Electre Tri-nC assignment procedure leads to select a lowest and a highestpossible categories to which an actiona
can be assigned to by using the descending rule and the ascending rule conjointly (and not separately). Therefore, Electre
Tri-nC provides as a possible assignment of actiona (see Theorem 2, in Section 4.1):

- one category, when the two selected categories are the same;
- two categories, when the two selected categories are consecutive;
- a range of more than two consecutive categories, delimitedby the two selected categories.

In what follows,Γ(a) denote the range of consecutive categories provided by Electre Tri-nC as possible categories to
which an actiona can be assigned to.

3.2. Foundations ofElectre Tri-nC
This section provides the foundations for Electre Tri-nC. They are based on the answers of the following four key

questions:

(1) Why to found an assignment procedure on the basis of the categorical credibility indices of typesσ
(

{a}, Bh

)

and

σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

?
(2) Why two joint assignment rules for giving a possible range ofconsecutive categories in which an action a can be

assigned to?
(3) Why to use both descending rule and ascending rule conjointly?
(4) What kind of selecting function,ρ

(

{a}, Bh

)

, guarantees that Bh plays the required role according to its meaning?

The answers to the above four questions provided for Electre Tri-C (Almeida-Dias et al., 2010, Section 3.3) can
easily be transposed, without significant changes, to Electre Tri-nC. The only difference is that instead of considering
a single characteristic reference action by category, several reference actions are used. This difference has no impact on
the arguments given in the Electre Tri-C framework, mainly based on the manner in which the categorical credibility
indices,σ

(

{a}, Bh

)

andσ
(

Bh, {a}
)

, have been defined (see Section 2.1).
As for a similar function in the Electre Tri-C framework, the selecting function (1) fulfills Properties 1 and 2 (for

more details, see Almeida-Dias et al. (2010, Section 3.3 andAppendix A.1)). This proof remains valid in the Electre
Tri-nC framework, since it depends on the monotonicity properties of credibility indices,σ(a, bh) andσ(bh, a), which
do not change with respect toσ

(

{a}, Bh

)

andσ
(

Bh, {a}
)

(see also Appendix B). However, we did not prove that such a
selecting function, defined as function (1), is the only one that fulfills Properties 1 and 2. This special issue remains asan
open problem.

3.3. Electre Tri-nC versusElectre Tri-C
In this section, we show that Electre Tri-nC is not a simple extension, or generalization of Electre Tri-C, but it

comprises several new and important features. Electre Tri-nC gives a particular freedom to the decision maker in the
co-construction decision aiding process with the analyst to characterize the categories. This freedom is indeed a real
advantage for the decision maker. Thus,

(1) In Electre Tri-C, the decision maker is required to conceive a unique reference action, which should be typical of
the actions she/he judges appropriate to be assigned to each category according to Assumption 2. In Electre Tri-nC,
there is an important difference: the decision maker can introduce several representative reference actions that she/he
considers as appropriate to be assigned to each category. They are not necessarily typical. In particular, she/he can
introduce two reference actions, or some pairs of referenceactions of the following type:bt

h andbt+1
h , such thatg j(bt

h)
is better thang j(bt+1

h ) for all g j in a subset of criteriaE ⊂ F andg j(bt+1
h ) is better thang j(bt

h) for all g j not in E ⊂ F.
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(2) As in Electre Tri-C, Electre Tri-nC does not require to define a frontier between two consecutive categories,Ch

andCh+1. However, Electre Tri-nC offers the possibility of “approaching” such a frontier. This is done by defining
at least a lower characteristic reference action,bs

h+1, which is judged rather closed to the“lower part” of the category
Ch+1 and at least an upper characteristic reference action,br

h, which is judged rather closed to the “upper part” of
the categoryCh. The analyst should call the attention to the decision makerto the fact that if she/he introduces a
reference action asbs

h+1, such an action will be processed by Electre Tri-nC as closed to the lower part ofCh+1 only
when another characteristic reference action is conjointly introduced to be closed to the upper part ofCh+1.

(3) In the case where the decision maker wants to merge two consecutive categories with Electre Tri-C she/he cannot
keep the two characteristic reference actions that define the categories to be merged. In such a case, the decision
maker may keep only one of them, or build a new one. On the contrary, when using Electre Tri-nC the decision
maker can simply keep the union of the characteristic reference actions of the two merged categories in order to define
the new category, which is a very natural way for doing a merging operation.

Let us notice that the splitting operation can also give an advantage to Electre Tri-nC in comparison to Electre Tri-C
if it is possible to make an ordered partition of the reference actions characterizing the category to be split into two new
consecutive categories, such that the dominance conditionwill be verified with respect to these new categories.

4. Properties ofElectre Tri-nC

This section presents the main results based on the the structural requirements defined in Section 2.2 and the construc-
tion of the range of categories provided by Electre Tri-nC as well as the impact of a new characterization of the set of
categories.

4.1. Main results

Theorem 1(a) will bring to light the role played by a minimum required level of credibility,λb, which is defined as
follows:

λb = max
h=1,...,(q−1)

{

σ(br
h, b

s
h+1), r = 1, . . . ,mh; s= 1, . . . ,mh+1

}

. (2)

If the hyper-strict separability condition is fulfilled, thenλb = 0; if the strict separability condition is fulfilled, then
λb ∈ [0, 1

2[; and, if the weak separability condition is fulfilled, thenλb ∈ [0, 1[ (see also Section 2.1).

Theorem 1. TheElectre Tri-nC assignment procedure fulfills:

(a) the conformity property ifλ > λb.
(b) the homogeneity, the monotonicity, and the stability properties.

The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix A.
Let λ be the chosen credibility level used to define theλ-binary relations (see Definition 2, in Section 2.1). Proposi-

tion 1 presents a useful result when comparing an actiona to the subsets of reference actions in order to shed light on the
interpretation of the assignment results provided by Electre Tri-nC (see also Theorem 2).

Proposition 1. For any action a compared to the subsets of reference actionsBh one and only one of the three following
cases occurs:

(a) Action a is neitherλ-indifferent norλ-incomparable to Bh, h= 1, . . . , q.
(b) Action a isλ-indifferent to at least one subset of reference actions Bh. Moreover, if Bh is not unique, then the subsets

of reference actions, which areλ-indifferent to action a, define a subset of consecutive categories.
(c) Action a isλ-incomparable to at least one subset of reference actions Bh. Moreover, if Bh is not unique, then the

subsets of reference actions, which areλ-incomparable to action a, define a subset of consecutive categories.

The proof of Proposition 1 is provided in Appendix B.

Theorem 2. Let Γ(a) denote the range of consecutive categories provided byElectre Tri-nC as possible categories to
which an action a can be assigned to.

(a) When a is neitherλ-indifferent norλ-incomparable to Bh, h = 1, . . . , q: Γ(a) is composed of one or two consecutive
categories.
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(b) When a isλ-indifferent to at least one subset of reference actions Bh: Γ(a) is composed of the subset of consecutive
categories defined by suchλ-indifference, and, possibly, by including one or two of the adjacent categories to them.

(c) When a isλ-incomparable to at least one subset of reference actions Bh: Γ(a) is composed of the subset of consecutive
categories defined by suchλ-incomparability, and, possibly, by including one or two ofthe adjacent categories to
them.

The proof of Theorem 2 can easily be derived from Almeida-Dias et al. (2010, Appendix A.4) by replacing the
classical credibility indices by the categorical credibility indices and based on Proposition 1. Based on this proof, let us
notice that:

- In the case ofλ-indifference, the descending pre-selected category is the highest category,Ct, such thata is λ-
indifferent toBt, while the ascending pre-selected category is the lowest category,Ck, such thata is λ-indifferent to
Bk.

- In the case ofλ-incomparability, the descending pre-selected category is the the worst adjacent category,Ct−1, to
the lowest category,Ct, such thata is λ-incomparable toBt, while the ascending pre-selected category is the best
adjacent category,Ck+1, to the highest category,Ck, such thata is λ-incomparable toBk.

4.2. Adding or removing a characteristic reference action

The merging and the splitting operations are two ways for modifying the characterization of the categories, which
necessarily change their number. This section is devoted toanother way for modifying such a characterization, which
does not change their number, but at least the characterization of one of them is changed. This modification consists of
adding or removing a characteristic reference action to or from a subset of reference actions. Moreover, changing the
characterization of a category has also an impact on the actions which could be assigned to the two adjacent categories.

Let b∗h be a new reference action, which is added toBh, for a new characterization of categoryCh. Therefore, let
B∗h = Bh∪ {b∗h} be the modified subset of reference actions ofCh. Proposition 2 presents the impact of such a modification
on the categorical credibility indices.

Proposition 2. When adding a characteristic reference action, b∗
h, to Bh, the new categorical credibility indices are related

to the former ones as follows:

σ
(

{a}, B∗h
)

> σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

andσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

> σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

(3)

The proof of Proposition 2 is provided in Appendix C. Let us notice that the decision maker can be interested in such
a modification, for instance, when she/he is not in agreement with the assignment of some actionsa. This can mainly
occur in the two following cases:

- a is assigned toCh−1, while the decision maker considers thata should be assigned toCh;

- a is assigned toCh+1, while the decision maker considers thata should be assigned toCh;

In the above two cases, the decision maker, in the co-construction interactive process with the analyst, can examine the
possibility of adding such an actiona as an additional characteristic reference action ofCh.

Theorem 3 introduces the conditions in which such a modification can be done as well as the impact on the assignment
results provided by the Electre Tri-nC method.

Theorem 3. Let b∗h denote an action, which is added to Bh as a reference action for modifying the characterization of
Ch. Assume that B∗ = B∪ {b∗h} fulfills at least the weak separability condition and the previous chosen credibility level,λ,
verifiesλ > λb∗ . Let Th = {Ch−1,Ch,Ch+1} denote the triplet of categories, including the modified oneand the two adjacent
ones. LetΓ(a) andΓ∗(a) be the assignment results ofElectre Tri-nC before and after such modifications, respectively.
The following cases occur:

(a) If both lower and upper bounds ofΓ(a) are not in Th, thenΓ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a).
(b) If only the lower bound ofΓ(a) is in Th (where the upper bound is at least Ch+2), then eitherΓ∗(a) remains the same

asΓ(a), or Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding or removing one or both categories among Ch−1 and Ch.
(c) If only the upper bound ofΓ(a) is in Th (where the lower bound is at most Ch−2), then eitherΓ∗(a) remains the same

asΓ(a), or Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding or removing one or both categories among Ch and Ch+1.
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(d) If both lower and upper bounds ofΓ(a) are in Th, then eitherΓ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a), or Γ∗(a) is obtained
from Γ(a) by adding or removing one or two new categories from Th, or by replacing the unique category by one or
two categories from Th, or by replacing two categories by only one from Th.

The proof of Theorem 3 is provided in Appendix D.
Let us notice that removing a characteristic reference action, b̄h, from a subset of reference actions,Bh, is also a way

of modifying the characterization of categoryCh. However, it seems to us that there is less practical concerns about
this modification than the above one. When considering the case of removing a characteristic reference action, the only
required condition is thatBh must contain at least two characteristic reference actionsbefore modification. Let̄Γ(a)
and Γ̄∗(a) be the assignment results of Electre Tri-nC before and after a modification (removing), respectively.The
modification of the assignment results provided by Theorem 3is also applied is this case by substitutingΓ(a) (adding) by
Γ̄∗(a) (removing) andΓ∗(a) (adding) byΓ̄(a) (removing).

5. A numerical example

The aim of this section is to illustrate how the Electre Tri-nC method can be used by a decision maker (DM),
including the analysis of the impact of adding reference actions leading to a new characterization of some categories and
the effects of splitting and merging operations.

Consider a DM who has to organize the whole process by which a large number of projects will be examined and
finally implemented or rejected. She/he considers that a first step of this process could consist ofmaking use of a sorting
procedure like Electre Tri-nC in order to allocate the projects to different categories. For this purpose, the DM thinks
that the following 5 categories could be appropriate:excellent(C5), good(C4), moderate(C3), weak(C2), andbad(C1).
This chosen set of categories may play a relevant role in the organizing process, since the DM considersa priori that:

- the projects assigned toC1 should be eliminated without any further exams, while the ones assigned toC5 should
be implemented without any further exams.

- three working groups must be formed, where each one of them examines the projects assigned toC4, C3, andC2 in
order to define in what conditions (need of additional information, minor revision, major revision, and so on) such
projects could be implemented or rejected.

Suppose that each project has been evaluated on a coherent set of 7 criteria. The chosen set of parameters is presented
in Table 1. Each one of these criteria is to be maximized within the range [0, 100].

Table 1: Criteria and parameters

Criteria

Parameters g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7

w j 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.20
qj 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
pj 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
v j 35 35 35 35

Taking into account the manner of processing each project assigned to a given category, the DM proposes to charac-
terize the set of categories on the following basis (see alsoTable 2):

- anexcellent project(belonging toC5) can be characterized by the performances of 95 on all the criteria.

- agood project(belonging toC4) can be characterized by the performances of 85 on the first 4 criteria or on the last
4 criteria, and at least 70 on the remaining 3 criteria. Moreover, a project with the performances of 75 on all the
criteria could be representative of the lower part of this category.

- amoderate project(belonging toC3) can be characterized by the performances of 65 on all the criteria as represen-
tative of the upper part, and 40 on all the criteria as representative of the lower part.

- aweak project(belonging toC2) can be characterized by the performances of 30 on all the criteria as representative
of the upper part of this category, and 20 on all the criteria characterizes a very weak project, which could remain
in the category of weak projects for excluding a direct elimination without further exams.
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- abad project(belonging toC1) can be characterized by the performances zof 5 on all the criteria.

This set of characteristic reference actions fulfills the strict separability condition, sinceλb = 0.45. Thus, the chosen
credibility level,λ, can be any value within the range [0.5, 1].

Table 2: Characteristic reference actions

Criteria

Bh br
h g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7

B1 b1
1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

B2 b1
2 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

b2
2 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

B3 b1
3 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

b2
3 65 65 65 65 65 65 65

B4 b1
4 70 70 70 85 85 85 85

b2
4 85 85 85 85 70 70 70

b3
4 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

B5 b1
5 95 95 95 95 95 95 95

When choosing a particular credibility level,λ, the DM may present the following reasons: when there is no veto, an
outranking assertion must only be validated if at least one of the two most important criteria,g1 or g7, is concordant. Thus,
if only one of these criteria is concordant, then for validating such an assertion it is necessary that at least 4 more criteria
are concordant. Ifg1 andg7 are both concordant, then for validating such an assertion it is sufficient that at least 2 more
criteria, includingg2 or g6, will be concordant too. This implies that 0.60< λ 6 0.65. Following these arguments, let us
suppose that the DM validatesλ = 0.65. Based on this chosen credibility level, let us analyse the reference actions which
characterize the categoryC4. Among them,b1

4 andb2
4 areλ-incomparable, sinceσ(b1

4, b
2
4) = σ(b2

4, b
1
4) = 0.55. These two

reference actions are bothλ-preferred tob3
4, sinceσ(b1

4, b
3
4) = σ(b2

4, b
3
4) = 1 andσ(b3

4, b
1
4) = σ(b3

4, b
2
4) = 0.45.

Before the final choice of the elements of the above sorting model (mainly the subset of characteristic reference actions
and the chosen credibility level), the DM could examine the manner in which such a sorting model could assign some
test-projects (potential actions). These projects can be fictitious, but having easily interpretable performances onthe set
of criteria. For such projects, the DM cana priori give an opinion concerning the category, or the range of categories, to
which they can be assigned to if such projects could be effective ones. For this didactical example, the DM considers 24
test-projects (see Table 3). These test-projects could allow to revise the manner of thea priori characterization of the set
of categories, the chosen credibility level, or the initialjudgment regarding the assignment of them.

The categorical credibility indices of the comprehensive outranking of the potential actions over the subset of reference
actions, andvice-versa, as well as theλ-binary relations, are presented in Table 4. The assignmentresults provided by the
Electre Tri-nC method are presented in Table 5.
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Table 3: Set of test-projects (potential actions)

Criteria

Actions g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 DM

a1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 C1

a2 10 20 20 10 20 20 10 C1
a3 15 5 10 15 10 5 15 C1
a4 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 [C1,C2]
a5 20 20 50 50 50 20 20 C2
a6 30 30 45 45 45 30 30 C2

a7 5 50 50 50 50 50 90 [C2,C3]
a8 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 [C2,C3]
a9 25 25 25 50 50 50 50 [C2,C3]
a10 30 30 30 40 40 40 40 C3
a11 30 45 45 45 45 45 30 C3

a12 35 35 35 45 45 45 45 C3
a13 35 35 35 70 70 70 70 C3

a14 45 45 30 30 30 45 45 C3
a15 65 25 25 25 25 25 65 C3
a16 85 85 50 50 50 15 15 C3

a17 65 65 85 85 85 65 65 [C3,C4]
a18 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 [C3,C4]
a19 70 70 70 95 95 95 95 C4
a20 75 75 75 80 80 80 80 C4
a21 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 C4

a22 85 50 85 85 85 50 85 C4
a23 75 75 75 95 95 95 95 [C4,C5]
a24 90 90 80 80 80 90 90 C5

Table 4: Comparison of actions

σ

(

{a}, Bh

)

σ

(

Bh, {a}
)

λ-binary relations (λ = 0.65)∗

Actions B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

a1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 I P′ P′ P′ P′

a2 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00P P′ P′ P′ P′

a3 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00P P′ P′ P′ P′

a4 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00P I P′ P′ P′

a5 1.00 1.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00P I P′ P′ P′

a6 1.00 1.00 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00P I P′ P′ P′

a7 1.00 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 1.00 1.00P P P′ P′ P′

a8 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00P I I P′ P′

a9 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00P P P′ P′ P′

a10 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00P P P′ P′ P′

a11 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00P P P′ P′ P′

a12 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 1.00 1.00 1.00P P I P′ P′

a13 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00P P I P′ P′

a14 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 1.00 1.00P P I P′ P′

a15 1.00 1.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00P P P′ P′ P′

a16 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 1.00 1.00P P I P′ P′

a17 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.90 1.00P P I I P′

a18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00P P I I P′

a19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.45 1.00P P P P P′

a20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00P P P I P′

a21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00P P P I P′

a22 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.70 1.00P P P I P′

a23 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 1.00P P P P P′

a24 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 1.00P P P P I

∗ P = Pλ , I = Iλ , R= Rλ, ai P′ Bh = Bh P ai .
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Table 5: Assignment results (λ = 0.65)

Actions Electre Tri-nC DM

a1 C1 C1
a2 [C1,C2] C1

a3 [C1,C2] C1
a4 C2 [C1,C2]
a5 C2 C2

a6 C2 C2
a7 [C2,C3] [C2,C3]
a8 [C2,C3] [C2,C3]
a9 C3 [C2,C3]
a10 C3 C3

a11 C3 C3
a12 C3 C3

a13 C3 C3
a14 C3 C3

a15 C3 C3
a16 C3 C3
a17 [C3,C4] [C3,C4]
a18 [C3,C4] [C3,C4]
a19 C4 C4

a20 C4 C4
a21 C4 C4
a22 C4 C4

a23 C5 [C4,C5]
a24 C5 C5

According to Table 5 the DM can observe that:

- the assignment results provided by Electre Tri-nC are rigorously the same as her/his a priori judgements for 19
of the 24 test-projects. Among such a subset of test-projects, Electre Tri-nC recognizes a “fuzzy” position with
respect to the frontier between two consecutive categorieswhen assigning four test-projects:a7, a8, a17, anda18.

- among the 5 cases where the Electre Tri-nC assignment results differ from her/hisa priori judgements, 3 of them
are related to the ones in which such judgements were not wellestablished. It concerns the test-projectsa4, a9,
anda23. For each one of such projects, there was a strong hesitationbetween two consecutive categories. She/he
remarks that Electre Tri-nC removes such an hesitation and assigns each one of them to the highest category
related to such an hesitation.

- for the remaining two cases from the previous point,a2 and a3, on the contrary Electre Tri-nC provides the
categoriesC1 andC2 as a possible assignment for such test-projects. She/he considers that these projects must be
eliminated without any further exams, and, therefore, theymust be assigned toC1. The possibility of assigninga2

anda3 to C2 can easily be eliminated since such two projects can be addedas characteristic reference actions ofC1

(in such a case,λb becomes 0.50). This adding operation has only one impact: the test-projecta4 is now assigned
to the range [C1,C2], which is the same as her/hisa priori judgement.

The above results have been obtained withλ = 0.65. Before the final choice of such a credibility level, the DM
can wish to know the assignment results when choosing a differentλ on ]0.60, 0.65]. In this numerical example, she/he
observe that there is no change on the assignment results according to this validated range of credibility levels.

The DM, in interaction with the decision aiding analyst, canwish to examine a splitting of the categoryC3, since
it is possible that a large number of effective projects can be assigned to it. This operation can be applied as follows:
Let C3 = C′3 ∪ C′′3 . The two new categories can, for instance, be characterizedas follows:C′3 by B′3 = {b

1′
3 , b

2′
3 }, where

g j(b1′
3 ) = g j(b1

3) = 40 andg j(b2′
3 ) = 45, j = 1, . . . , 7; as well asC′′3 by B′′3 = {b

1′′
3 , b

2′′
3 }, whereg j(b1′′

3 ) = 55 andg j(b2′′
3 ) =

g j(b2
3) = 65, j = 1, . . . , 7. After the splitting operation, when applying Electre Tri-nC with the new set of 6 categories

the DM can observe that:

- the test-projects previously assigned toC3 are either assigned toC′3 or toC′′3 .

. a9, a10, a11, a12, a14, anda15 are assigned toC′3;

. a13 is assigned toC′′3 ; and

. a16 is assigned to [C′3,C
′′
3 ].
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- a8 previously assigned to [C2,C3] is now assigned to [C2,C′3]; a7 previously assigned to [C2,C3] is now assigned
to C′3; and,a17 anda18 previously assigned to [C3,C4] are now assigned to [C′′3 ,C4].

- the remaining test-projects are assigned to the same categories as before the splitting operation.

Based on the assignment results after the splitting operation, let us also illustrate a merging operation applied to
categoriesC2 andC′3. The new category, denotedC∗2, such thatC∗2 = C2∪C′3, can trivially be characterized byB2∪B′3. Let
us notice that in such a set the two reference actionsb2

2 andb1′
3 are redundant taking into account the dominance condition.

Therefore, the new categoryC∗2 can be characterized byB∗2 = {b
1∗
2 , b

2∗
2 }, whereg j(b1∗

2 ) = g j(b1
2) = 20, j = 1, . . . , 7; and

g j(b2∗
2 ) = g j(b2′

3 ) = 45, j = 1, . . . , 7. After the merging operation, when applying Electre Tri-nC with the new set of 5
categories the DM can observe that:

- the test-projects previously assigned toC2 andC′3 are, after the merging of these two categories, assigned to the
new category,C∗2, excludinga7, which is now assigned to the range [C∗2,C

′′
3 ].

- the test-projectsa4 anda16 remain assigned to the same range of two consecutive categories, i.e. [C1,C∗2] and
[C∗2,C

′′
3 ], respectively.

- the remaining ones are assigned to the same categories as before the merging operation.

The two above operations of splitting and merging put in light the stability of the assignment obtained with Electre
Tri-nC.

6. Comparison with related sorting methods

The aim of this section is to examine several sorting methods, where characteristic reference actions are initially used
for representing the willing of the decision maker about theassignment to each category. Two different decision aiding
sorting contexts must be distinguished.

The first one is the case where the set of categories is unordered and each category is characterized by the same kind of
reference actions as used in Electre Tri-nC. See, for instance, thefiltering by indifference assignment procedure, denoted
here FIP (Perny, 1998), themost indifferent prototype assignment procedure, denoted PIP (Henriet, 2000), the Proaftn
assignment procedure (Belacel, 2000), the Trinomfc assignment procedure (Léger and Martel, 2002), and thesorting
by preference closeness assignment procedure, denoted here Closort (Fernández et al., 2008, 2009). Electre Tri-nC
differs from these sorting methods, since it is applied to sorting contexts where the set of categories is completely ordered;
it is based on a strong relationship between the preference direction of the criteria and the preference direction of the
categories, while this relationship does not necessarily exist in the above sorting methods; and it is founded on credibility
degrees of an outranking relation instead of a closeness relation, or a similar relation.

The second decision aiding context is the one where the set ofcategories is completely ordered. Here two different
cases must be distinguished. The first of these two cases is the one where the categories are characterized by bound-
ary reference actions. In such a case, some sorting methods are based on flows like in the Promethee methodology.
See, for instance, the FlowSort assignment procedure (Nemery and Lamboray, 2008), the PairClas assignment proce-
dure (Doumpos and Zopounidis, 2004), and the PromSort assignment procedure (Araz and Ozkarahan, 2007). There are
also some sorting methods based on the Electremethodology. See, for instance, thegeneralized conjunctive assignment
procedure, denoted here FSY (Yu, 1992, pp. 108-141), thefiltering by strict preference assignment procedure, denoted
here FPP (Perny, 1998), and thefuzzy inclusion assignment procedure, denoted here FIS (Rigopoulos et al., 2008).

The second case deals with methods where a set of reference actions isa priori proposed by the decision maker on
the basis of a co-construction interactive process with theanalyst; each of the reference actions being supposed to be
representative or informative of the actions that should beassigned to a given category. Besides the Electre Tri-nC
framework, this case was already considered in several published works.

Let us mention the following ones: Greco et al. (2002), Błaszczyński et al. (2007), and Dembczyński et al. (2009).
The sorting procedures presented in these works are theoretically based on new developments of the rough set theory.
Their aim is to propose to the decision maker a set of decisionrules for the assignment of the actions to the categories.

The Utadisgms method by Greco et al. (2010) consists of building a set of instances of a preference model that restores
the assignment of the reference actions in the most adequateway according to the decision maker wishes (expressed as
preference statements provided by the decision maker). A fundamental difference with Electre Tri-nC comes from fact
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that the preference model is built on the construction of an additive value function and not on one or several outrank-
ing relations as it is the case in Electre type methods. Besides this fundamental difference, the authors introduce and
distinguish two concepts: a necessary assignment and a possible assignment.

The Theseus method (Fernández and Navarro, 2011) must be considered here for a brief comparison with Electre
Tri-nC. This method can be considered in the framework of the second case. The four premises under which the method is
based on (Fernández and Navarro, 2011, see Section 2) have some common features with the three assumptions of Electre

Tri-nC (see Section 1), which should be fulfilled in each decision aiding context Electre Tri-nC is used. Nevertheless,
important differences exist between our Assumptions 2 and 3 and the Premises (iii) and (iv) in Fernández and Navarro
(2011). Consequently, the role which are intended to play the categories in the decision aiding contexts, as well as the
manner of how to define all the reference actions (used for characterize these categories) can be very different, depending
on whether the analyst uses Electre Tri-nC or Theseus. Besides, this aspects, in Electre Tri-nC we do not follow the
Implications (1) (Fernández and Navarro, 2011, see Section 2), which should be fulfilled by Theseus.

Consequently, the assignment procedure of Electre Tri-nC is significantly different from those of Theseus. A last
difference should be pointed out. In Electre Tri-nC a weak separability condition (see Condition 2 in Section 2.1)
between categories should be fulfilled. It imposes some constraints for each characteristic reference action in order to
guarantee the conformity with respect to the order of the categories. Such constraints do not exist in Theseus. Based on
these constraints Electre Tri-nC fulfills some stability properties, which are the requirements introduceda priori (see
Definition 3.d). Such stability properties are not guaranteed in Theseus. However, the absence of constraints in Theseus
gives more freedom to the decision maker for the choice of thereference actions.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new sorting method, called Electre Tri-nC, which gives new possibilities to the DM for
characterizing the categories, such that the dominance condition remains fulfilled, as in the Electre Tri-C framework.
When each category is characterized by a single reference actions, which is a typical reference action, then Electre
Tri-nC does not differ from Electre Tri-C.

This new method, allows, in our opinion, to model a larger number of decision aiding situations in the field of sorting
problems. It was proved in this paper that the Electre Tri-nC method fulfills some fundamental properties: conformity,
homogeneity, monotonicity, and stability.

The numerical example presented in Section 5 shows how Electre Tri-nC works.
The weak separability condition has been defined by supposing that each characteristic reference actions of a category

dominates each characteristic reference actions of the worst adjacent category. However, in some particular cases, this
condition can be restrictive for a more flexible characterization of the set of categories. Taking into account the numerical
example, the weak separability condition does not allow to add the actiona22 as characteristic reference action of the
categoryC4. As for future research, we will analyse in what conditions is it possible to weaken the dominance condition
as it was taken into account in the weak separability condition in order to give more freedom to the DM for characterizing
the set of categories. In such a case, it seem necessary to deeply analyse the conditions in which the properties of
conformity and stability remain fulfilled.

We showed in the paper that adding or removing reference actions can be made interactively through the co-construction
process between the DM and the decision aiding analyst. Thisanalysis provides indeed several advantages for character-
izing the set of categories.

The comparison of Electre Tri-nC to some related sorting methods, using several reference actions to characterize
each one of the categories, allows to conclude that the analysis providedin this paperis original and useful for sorting
problems (see Section 6).

As for additional future research avenues, a decision support system incorporating the concept of characteristic refer-
ence actions is to be implemented. At the same time, we shouldfocus our attention on the inference of some parameters
through an disaggregation-aggregation elicitation techniques using characteristic reference actions.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1

This proof is applied to the descending rule and it can easilybe transposed to the ascending rule.

(a) Conformity:
Assume that the strict separability condition holds. Such acondition means thatσ(br

h,b
s
h+1) < 1

2 , for r = 1, . . . ,mh; s= 1, . . . ,mh+1;

and,h = 1, . . . , (q−1). This implies that for eachbr
h, for r = 1, . . . ,mh; andh = 1, . . . , (q−1), one has maxs=1,...,mh+1

{

σ(br
h,b

s
h+1)
}

< 1
2 .

In other words,σ({br
h},Bh+1) < 1

2 , for r = 1, . . . ,mh; andh = 1, . . . , (q− 1). In such a case, one hasλ > λb for anyλ ∈ [ 1
2 ,1]. By

definition of the characteristic actions and by construction of the credibility indices, one hasσ(bs
h+1,b

r
h) = 1, for s = 1, . . . ,mh+1;

r = 1, . . . ,mh; and,h = 1, . . . , (q− 1), andσ(br
h,b

r
h) = 1, for r = 1, . . . ,mh; andh = 1, . . . ,q. This implies thatσ({bs

h+1}, Bh) = 1,
for s= 1, . . . ,mh+1; andh = 1, . . . , (q− 1), andσ({br

h}, Bh) = 1, for r = 1, . . . ,mh; andh = 1, . . . ,q. When applying the descending
rule, the pre-selected category for the characteristic action br

t is Ct sinceσ(bt, bt) is always strictly greater than to anyλ ∈ [ 1
2 , 1[

and equal toλ if such a chosen credibility level is 1.Ct is selected for the assignment of each characteristic action br
t if and only if

ρ({br
t }, Bt) > ρ({br

t }, Bt+1). This condition is verified, sinceρ({br
t }, Bt) fulfills Property 1. The proof is similar whenλb > 1

2 .
(b) Homogeneity, monotonicity, and stability:

This part of the proof can easily be derived from Almeida-Dias et al. (2010, Appendix A.2), taking into account the role ofthe
categorical credibility indices on the assignment process. �

Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 1

This proof is trivial by proving the monotonicity of the categorical credibility degrees,σ({a},Bh) andσ(Bh, {a}), and by taking
into account thatBh will play the same role asbh regarding Electre Tri-C (Almeida-Dias et al., 2010) and Electre Tri-B (Roy and
Bouyssou, 1993, Rés. 6.3.1, p. 392) (at least in a first step).

First, consider that each subset of reference actions,Bh, has only one characteristic reference action, such thatBh = {bh}, h =
1, . . . ,q. In such a case, since the set of categories is completely ordered, the following monotonicity properties are triviallyverified:

(a) When at leastbh+1 strictly dominatesbh, h = 1, . . . , (q − 1), one has:σ(a,bh) is a monotonic non-increasing function ofbh,
h = 1, . . . ,q. This means thatσ(a,bh) > σ(a,bh+1), h = 1, . . . , (q− 1); and,σ(bh,a) is a monotonic non-decreasing function ofbh,
h = 1, . . . ,q. This means thatσ(bh,a) 6 σ(bh+1, a), h = 1, . . . , (q− 1).

(b) If actiona strictly dominates actiona′, then:σ(a,bh) > σ(a′,bh), h = 1, . . . ,q; andσ(bh,a) 6 σ(bh,a′), h = 1, . . . , q.

Second, let us now prove the following two properties: (1)σ
(

{a},Bh

)

is a monotonic non-increasing function of the subsetsBh,

h = 1, . . . ,q; and (2)σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

is a monotonic non-decreasing function of the subsetsBh, h = 1, . . . ,q. Therefore, one has:

(1) Consider now that each subset of reference actions,Bh, has more than one characteristic reference action. Takinginto account
that all the characteristic reference actions belonging toBh+1 differ from all characteristic reference actions belonging toBh and
all the characteristic reference actions belonging toBh+1 are at least weakly preferred to all characteristic reference actions be-
longing toBh, h = 1, . . . , (q− 1), then, according to (a) and (b) above, the following conditions are verified: maxr=1,...,mh{σ(a,br

h)}

> maxs=1,...,mh+1{σ(a,bs
h+1)} and maxr=1,...,mh{σ(a,br

h)} > maxr=1,...,mh{σ(a′,br
h)}. This proves thatσ

(

{a},Bh

)

is a monotonic non-
increasing function of the subsetsBh, h = 1, . . . ,q.

(2) Consider now that each subset of reference actions,Bh, has more than one characteristic reference action. Takinginto account
that all the characteristic reference actions belonging toBh+1 differ from all characteristic reference actions belonging toBh and
all the characteristic reference actions belonging toBh+1 are at least weakly preferred to all characteristic reference actions be-
longing toBh, h = 1, . . . , (q− 1), then, according to (a) and (b) above, the following conditions are verified: maxr=1,...,mh{σ(br

h,a)}

6 maxs=1,...,mh+1{σ(bs
h+1,a)} and maxr=1,...,mh{σ(br

h,a)} 6 maxr=1,...,mh{σ(br
h,a
′)}. This proves thatσ

(

Bh, {a}
)

is a monotonic non-
decreasing function of the subsetsBh, h = 1, . . . ,q. �

Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 2

Let b∗h be a characteristic reference action, which is added toBh, such thatB∗h = Bh∪{b∗h} is the new subset of reference actions for a
new characterization of categoryCh. For more details regarding the properties of the categorical credibility indices, see also Appendix
B. Taking into account the definition of the credibility indices as well as their properties of monotonicity, the relationship between the
categorical credibility indices (Definition 1), before andafter such modification, is defined as one of the following cases:

(a) If b∗h is “comprehensively the same” as one of the characteristic reference actions fromBh, then one has∃r, σ(a,b∗h) = σ(a, br
h)

andσ(b∗h,a) = σ(br
h,a). In such a case, regarding the categorical credibility indices, the following conditions are verified:

maxr = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a,br
h), σ(a,b∗h)

}

= maxr = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a,br
h)
}

, which proves thatσ
(

{a}, B∗h
)

= σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

; and maxs= 1, ..., mh

{

σ(bs
h, a), σ(b∗h,a)

}

= maxs= 1, ..., mh

{

σ(bs
h,a)
}

, which proves thatσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

= σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

.
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(b) If b∗h is “comprehensively better” than all the characteristic reference actions fromBh, then one has∀r, σ(a,b∗h) < σ(a, br
h)

andσ(b∗h,a) > σ(br
h,a). In such a case, regarding the categorical credibility indices, the following conditions are verified:

maxr = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a,br
h), σ(a,b∗h)

}

= maxr = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a,br
h)
}

, which proves thatσ
(

{a}, B∗h
)

= σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

; and maxs= 1, ..., mh

{

σ(bs
h, a), σ(b∗h,a)

}

> maxs= 1, ..., mh

{

σ(bs
h,a)
}

, which proves thatσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

> σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

.
(c) If b∗h is “comprehensively worse” than all the characteristic reference actions fromBh, then one has∀r, σ(a,b∗h) > σ(a, br

h)
andσ(b∗h,a) < σ(br

h,a). In such a case, regarding the categorical credibility indices, the following conditions are verified:

maxr = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a,br
h), σ(a,b∗h)

}

> maxr = 1, ..., mh

{

σ(a,br
h)
}

, which proves thatσ
(

{a}, B∗h
)

> σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

; and maxs= 1, ..., mh

{

σ(bs
h, a), σ(b∗h,a)

}

= maxs= 1, ..., mh

{

σ(bs
h,a)
}

, which proves thatσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

= σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

.
(d) If b∗h is “comprehensively the same” as an actiona, then, for such an actiona, one can obtain∃r, σ(a,b∗h) > σ(a,br

h) and
σ(b∗h,a) > σ(br

h,a). Taking into account (b) and (c) above, regarding the categorical credibility indices, the following conditions

can be verified:σ
(

{a},B∗h
)

> σ
(

{a},Bh

)

; andσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

> σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

.

Based on the above four cases, one proves that when adding a characteristic reference actions toBh, one necessarily obtainsσ
(

{a},B∗h
)

>

σ
(

{a}, Bh

)

andσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

> σ
(

Bh, {a}
)

�

Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 3

A new reference actionb∗h can only be added toBh for modifying the characterization ofCh, if the new set of reference actions,
B∗ = B ∪ {b∗h}, fulfills at least the weak separability condition in order to respect the meaningful ordered character of the set of
categories. Additionally, the conformity property must hold in order to continue with a coherent assignment model, which means that
λ > λb∗ , whereλ is the same chosen credibility level before and after modification, andλb∗ is the minimum required credibility level
associated toB∗. The aim of this proof is also to show that adding a new reference action for a new characterization ofCh, can only
produce additional effects on the two adjacent categories,Ch−1 andCh+1. For this purpose, letTh be a triplet of categories, such that
Th = {Ch−1,Ch,Ch+1}. LetΓ(a) andΓ∗(a) be the assignment results of Electre Tri-nC before and after modification, respectively.

Taking into account the Electre Tri-nC assignment procedure,Γ(a) can be composed according to 15 different cases within the
modification framework (see Table D.6). These cases can be grouped into 4 classes: Class A, where both lower and upper bounds of
Γ(a) are not inTh; Class B, where only the lower bound ofΓ(a) is in Th; Class C, where only the upper bound ofΓ(a) is in Th; Class D,
where both lower and upper bounds ofΓ(a) are inTh.

Taking into account the 4 classes identified in Table D.6, it is required to prove successively that:

I. If Γ(a) is associated with Class A, thenΓ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a).

II. If Γ(a) is associated with Class B, then one of the following cases occurs:

(1) Γ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a).
(2) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding one or both categories amongCh−1 andCh.
(3) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by removing one or both categories amongCh−1 andCh.

III. If Γ(a) is associated with Class C, then one of the following cases occurs:

(1) Γ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a).
(2) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding one or both categories amongCh andCh+1.
(3) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by removing one or both categories amongCh andCh+1.

IV. If Γ(a) is associated with Class D1, then one of the following casesoccurs:

(1) Γ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a).
(2) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding one or two new categories fromTh.
(3) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by replacing the unique category by one or two categories from Th.

V. If Γ(a) is associated with Class D2, then one of the following casesoccurs:

(1) Γ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a).
(2) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding a new category fromTh.
(3) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by removing one or two categories fromTh.
(4) Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by replacing two categories by only one fromTh.
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Table D.6: Cases on the range of categories

Lowest category Highest category Case Class

� Ch+2 � Ch+2 Case 1 Class A

Ch+1
� Ch+2 Case 2 Class B

Ch+1 Case 3 Class D1

Ch

� Ch+2 Case 4 Class B

Ch+1 Case 5 Class D2

Ch Case 6 Class D1

Ch−1

� Ch+2 Case 7 Class B

Ch+1 Case 8 Class D2

Ch Case 9 Class D2

Ch−1 Case 10 Class D1

� Ch−2

� Ch+2 Case 11 Class A

Ch+1 Case 12 Class C

Ch Case 13 Class C

Ch−1 Case 14 Class C

� Ch−2 Case 15 Class A

Let us prove one case of each class:

(1) Class A. Consider theCase 1from Table D.6. This proof is trivial since there are no changes inBh+1 andBh+2, which are relevant
for computingΓ∗(a) (Case I.). Thus,Γ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a).

(2) The proof of Cases II.1, III.1, IV.1, and V.1 are trivial when Proposition 2 (see case (a) of its proof) is true, but it isnot the only
situation in which such four cases hold (see below).

(3) Class B. Consider theCase 2from Table D.6. Γ∗(a) can differ from Γ(a) if and only if Ch+1 is obtained when the descending
pre-selected isCh, or when the ascending pre-selected category isCh+1, before modification. It is trivial to verify that there is no
change in the upper bound ofΓ(a). Taking into account Proposition 2 (see cases (b) and (c) inthe proof), the following situations
must be analyzed:

- After modification, the descending pre-selected categoryremainsCh. In such a case, one hasσ
(

{a},B∗h
)

> λ andσ
(

{a}, Bh+1

)

<

λ. If ρ
(

{a}, B∗h
)

6 ρ
(

{a}, Bh+1

)

, thenCh+1 remains the descending selected category for a possible assignment ofa, which
means thatΓ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a) (Case II.1); otherwise,Ch becomes the descending selected category. In the latter
case,Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding the categoryCt (Case II.2).

- After modification, the ascending pre-selected category remainsCh+1. In such a case, one hasσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

< λ andσ
(

Bh+1, {a}
)

>

λ. If ρ
(

{a}, Bh+1

)

> ρ
(

{a}, B∗h
)

, thenCh+1 remains the ascending selected category for a possible assignment ofa, which means
thatΓ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a) (Case II.1); otherwise,Ch becomes the ascending selected category. In the latter case,
Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding the categoryCk (Case II.2).

- After modification, the ascending pre-selected category becomesCh. In such a case, one hasσ
(

B∗h, {a}
)

> λ andσ
(

Bh−1, {a}
)

<

λ. If ρ
(

{a}, B∗h
)

> ρ
(

{a},Bh−1

)

, thenCh becomes the ascending selected category for a possible assignment ofa; otherwise,
Ch−1 becomes the ascending selected category. Thus,Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding the categoryCk, or both cate-
goriesCk andCh−1, respectively (Case II.2).

(4) Class C. Consider theCase 12from Table D.6. The analysis of this case is similar to the oneprovided above for theCase 2. On
the contrary, it is trivial to verify that there is no change in the lower bound ofΓ(a). Taking into account Proposition 2 (see cases
(b) and (c) of its proof), the following situations must be analyzed:

- After modification, the descending pre-selected categoryremainsCh. WhenCh+1 remains the descending selected category
for a possible assignment ofa, thenΓ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a) (Case III.1), or whenCh becomes the descending selected
category, thenΓ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by removing the categoryCh+1 (Case III.3).

- After modification, the ascending pre-selected category remainsCh+1. WhenCh+1 remains the ascending selected category
for a possible assignment ofa, thenΓ∗(a) remains the same asΓ(a) (Case III.1), or whenCh becomes the ascending selected
category, thenΓ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by removing the categoryCh+1 (Case III.3).
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- After modification, the ascending pre-selected category becomesCh. WhenCh or Ch−1 becomes the ascending selected
category for a possible assignment ofa, thenΓ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by removing the categoryCh+1, or both categories
Ch andCh+1, respectively (Case III.3).

(5) Class D. Consider theCase 6from Table D.6. Γ∗(a) can differ from Γ(a) if and only if Ch is obtained when the descending
pre-selected isCh and the ascending pre-selected category isCh+1, or when the descending pre-selected isCh−1 and the ascending
pre-selected category isCh, before modification. Taking into account Proposition 2 (see cases (b) and (c) of its proof), the following
situations must be analyzed:

- After modification, the descending pre-selected categoryremains necessarilyCh and the ascending pre-selected category
becomesCh. If the descending pre-selected category remains necessarily Ch, then one necessarily hasσ({a},B∗h) > λ,
σ({a},Bh+1) < λ, and ρ({a}, B∗h) > ρ({a},Bh+1), which imply that the descending selected category remains Ch. If the
ascending pre-selected category becomesCh, then one hasσ(B∗h, {a}) > λ andσ(Bh−1, {a}) < λ. In such a case, ifρ({a},B∗h) >
ρ({a}, Bh−1), then the ascending selected category remainsCh, which means thatΓ∗(a) = Γ(a) = Ch (Case IV.1); otherwise,
the ascending selected category becomesCh−1. In the latter case,Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding the categoryCh−1,
such thatΓ∗(a) = [Ch−1,Ch] (Case IV.2).

- After modification, the descending pre-selected categorybecomesCh and the ascending pre-selected category remains
necessarilyCh. If the ascending pre-selected category remainsCh, then one necessarily hasσ(B∗h, {a}) > λ, σ(Bh−1, {a}) < λ,
andρ({a},B∗h) > ρ({a}, Bh−1), which imply that the ascending selected category remainsCh. If the descending pre-selected
category becomesCh, then one hasσ({a},B∗h) > λ andσ({a}, Bh+1) < λ. In such a case, ifρ({a},B∗h) > ρ({a},Bh+1), then
the descending selected category remainsCh, which means thatΓ∗(a) = Γ(a) = Ch (Case IV.1); otherwise, the descend-
ing selected category becomesCh+1. In the latter case,Γ∗(a) is obtained fromΓ(a) by adding the categoryCh+1, such that
Γ∗(a) = [Ch,Ch+1] (Case IV.2).

Since the proof of the remaining cases is similar the the above ones, and taking into account that all the Cases I.-V. are true, then we
achieve the proof of Theorem 3. Let us notice that the case (d)in the proof of Proposition 2 is trivially based on the cases (b) and (c) of
the same proof. �
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